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Abstract 
This paper presents the importance of a logo as a graphic element to support a corporate identity. A logo is a graphic identity 
vector and it has its place in a communication strategy of a company. It is about the signature of a company. That is why is very 
important to be able to create a harmony between colours and shapes concerning the universe of logos.  There are two stages: 
first, the research and market projection and the second, the creative graphic work. These two stages achieve the possibility to 
make a logo lifting” when is necessary.   
Keywords: Logo design, graphic symbol, design stages, logo lifting; 
1. Introduction 
    First of all we have to see what a logo is. It is a symbol, a graphic and visual sign which plays an important 
role into the communication structure of a company. A logo is a clear graphic element which make possible to 
distinct between companies. A logo is a signature of a company, may be like a new conception, a certain life style 
etc. It is about a bridge between the public and the company.  It conveys details in a very concentrate graphic 
representation. It is a possible sign to compare similar items. That is why to create a logo is not a happening, is a 
consequence of very specified analyses, concerning geometric shapes, colours, various signs and symbols, all into 
an harmonious mixture which is driven „to catch” and to be part of people's mind.  
2. Logo application domains 
Its domain is so wide. Shortly, someone see this graphic symbol in social, economic and political life. Bellow 
there are specified only a few domains: 
1. Legality and law (office copy, advocates, insurance, justice, associations, foundations, political parties etc.); 
2. Education and culture (universities, schools/high schools/colleges/libraries/bookstores etc.); 
3. Transport activities (driving schools, taxies, transport companies, auto brands, car parts stores etc.); 
4. Constructions and development programs (construction materials, decorations, furniture, solar energy, 
equipments and hardware etc.); 
5. Medical activities/pharmaceutics (medical clinics, health spas, drugstores, specialized cabinets etc.); 
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6. Cosmetics and spa treatments (cabinets and body wellness salons, fitness, cosmetics, hairstyle, barber shops, 
spa & beauty salons etc.); 
7. Food industry (candy shop/pastry shop, coffee shop, restaurant/pub/bar, tea house, catering etc.); 
8. Media & Advertising (media network, TV cable, TV company, audio company, advertising/commercials 
etc.); 
9. Sports and sports equipment (sports clubs, sporting events, sports, sport fashion stores, etc); 
10. Financial-banking activities (banks, financial-banking consulting firms, exchange offices etc.); 
11. Varied services (tourism/travel, recreation activities, auto service, car wash, vulcanization shop, auto garage, 
supermarket, cleaning, sanitation, utilitarian mountain climbing, telecommunications, internet/software etc.).  
 For these activities there are necessary proper symbols. For example: 
- justice: law books, the  justice scale, the Constitution, a person pleading etc.; 
- travel: landscapes, boats, trucks, beach, sea, mountains, cottage etc.; 
- auto: cars, wheel, tyres, body car parts, dash board etc.; 
- pet shop/vet medical care: domestic and savage animals. 
an harmonious mixture which is driven „to catch” and to be part of people's mind.  
3. The attributes and the functions of a logo 
  2.1 The attributes 
 Its characteristics come from its flexibility to be pictured on a lot of support items, as paper, plastics, textile, 
metal etc. A logo attributes have to assure a strong identity of a company/service/product. A logo must be: 
¾ Legible - a very good writing; 
¾ Coherent - clear, easy to be understood; 
¾ Adaptable - to be designed in horizontal and vertical formats, in any size; 
¾ Reproducible - easy to be copied, black and white or colored; 
¾ Memorable - never forget it; 
¾ Timeless - means a test to survive in time; 
¾ Simple - to be easy recognized. 
2.2 The functions 
    The logo functions are those who assure the graphic, visual and feeling communication and allow the 
translation of the message to the public. The power of a logo is a guarantee of the quality and the value of products.  
Its functions are rational and feeling. See these functions below with a short characterization: 
1. Contact function - assures and sustains the contact to the public; 
2. Explain function - specifies the identity and the personality of the organization; 
3. Denotative function - offers information about the product/service/event; 
4. Identification function - indicates the target public; 
5. Signification function - follows to add emotion; 
6. Translation function - explains the code of the message; 
7. Esthetics function - inspires pleasure, sensibility. 
4. Logo design stages 
There are two stages very important to create and to define a logo: first, the research and, second, the graphics. 
That is why a logo designer has to know the action area and the purposed theme thus to develop a high level work 
and not a copy according to known patterns. It is necessary to go over them from the beginning till the end. What is 
in front of the public is the graphic result. Below, in figure 2, we present the two stages and the phases for each. 
Every phase and every sketched line mean something important and our advice is: DO NOT BURN STAGES! DO 
NOT BURN SOME PHASE! 
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Figure 2. The logo design stages 
5. Logo typology 
The logo design universe is unsuspected wide. The existing geometric shapes and other new developed and, also, 
the wide scale of colours, allow a very good field for a creative designer. By analysing the logo typology we see 
three main types: 
1. Iconic or symbolic logo - represented by an emblem, a symbol, a sign or an object; (This kind of logo is a 
suggestive graphic representation, something which can be mental registered, processed, explained and understood. 
For this kind of logo is possible to have graphic representations of animals, fruits, insects, daily units, suggestive 
symbols for various activities or actions. If somebody is wishing to create an iconic logo, it has to drive into the first 
stage and phases and after that work, to sketch suggestive logos, using the meaning of the geometric shapes and 
colours.) 
2. A text defined a logo - is represented only by letters/numbers as a text or as single letters/number; (There is no 
graphic symbol. The creation of these logos is a personification using a peculiar writing.) 
3.  A mixed logo - concerning in a symbol and a text together; (For this kind a logo there are two support 
elements: the first one is a text (the name of the company/product/service/event etc.) and the second one is a symbol 
(geometric shapes, different signs, various images etc.).There are logos which include inside a geometric shape a 
text which may be a name.) 
6. Shape and colour in logo design 
5.1 Geometric shape 
The geometric shapes are important elements in a corporate identity strategy. There are many classic geometric 
shapes which suggest an image of the company. Table 1 presents only a few geometric shapes and their suggestive 
induction. 
All these shapes try to satisfy the attributes and the functions of a logo through graphics and to communicate the 
identity of the company. Graphics elements as symbols, signs, pictograms etc. are usually used in logo design. It is a 
problem of choosing the right graphic element and this means a solid creative work of a designer. 
  
The first stage 
 
Research and market projection 
 
¾ To set the theme; 
¾ To identify existing logos in the 
gainer domain; 
¾ To realize a competition study of 
existing logos in the market; 
¾ To fix the target public of the 
presumtive logo; 
¾ To specify the support elements 
of the logo; 
¾ To analyse the creative graphic 
possibilities in the demanded 
domain. 
 
The second stage 
 
Creative graphic work 
 
¾ To sketch some exemples for the 
demanded logo; 
¾ To achieve a brainstorming  
session to obtain 2-3 solutions; 
¾ To develop a SWOT analysis;   
¾ To set the best graphic-visual logo 
solution; 
¾ To convey a first graphic print to 
the gainer; 
¾ To create the computer graphic 
design logo; 
¾ To show this solution and to 
obtain the OK from the gainer. 
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Table 1. Suggestive induction of the shape in a logo design 
 
Geometric shape Suggestive induction 
circle perfection, balance 
square stability, power 
rectangle duration, progress 
ellipse continue searching 
triangle harmony, urge towards 
spiral advancement, detaching 
sphere perfection, finality 
pyramid integration, convergence 
cube stability, integrity 
   5.2. Colour 
The colour is a very important constitutive element and has a role to balance its graphic. The colour has to be 
carefully selected do not disturb the public. In this universe of logo design there are monochrome logos, two colours 
logos, three or four colours etc. The essential thing is to be very good integrated in the graphic structure of the logo. 
It is known that many colours in a logo made a difficult reception of it from the public. Generally we speak about 
one, two or three colours in a logo. Also, another important feature of a logo is to be understood as graphic message 
in any size. It is very important for a logo to have the same characteristics and the same shape in any size. In figure 3 
someone may see this appearance. 
 
                                                                
GIDI Solution            GIDI Solution            GIDI Solution       GIDI solution      GIDI solution      GIDI Solution 
 
                                                                        Figure 3. The adaptability of a logo 
7. Logo evolution/logo lifting 
Is very important to see the evolution of well-known logos to understand in which way the public received the 
logo after a lifting process. Every time, in a specialized literature, is presented Coca Cola logo as a timeless graphic 
symbol, the same from 1885. As a distinction, Pepsi Cola logo is different from writing hand (1898) to typographic 
style (today). Apple is another example. At the beginning(1976) was as a picture of Isaac Newton and the name 
Apple Computer(difficult to be understand for many people) and now is only an apple. Ford– from 1927 till now is 
almost the same shape and the white name Ford on a blue matter. Mazda has passed from writing Mazda (1934) to 
this spectacular logo of today. For Renault is a rhomb (1925) till the diamond rhomb (2011). General Electric has 
the same circle from 1930 and an ornamental writing. Alfa Romeo is keeping the same shape and symbols from 
1910. Shell also has kept a shell shape (from 1904) and now there is a modern and styling shape of it. Federal 
Express is now Fed Ex having an incorporated white arrow as sign. 
There are many other examples which show different shape, colours or symbols of logos in time (Nokia, BP, 
IBM etc.). 
As an example of logo design is the creative work for a logo for Engineering Graphics and Industrial Design 
Department (Politehnica University of Bucharest). Figure 4 represents a variety of this logo. 
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Figure 4. Engineering Graphics and Industrial Design Department (GIDI) logo 
 Acknowledgements 
     The logo design is a creative work which allows to a company to be seen through a symbol as a visual and 
graphic message. We think there for many opportunities to build an image using such a graphic symbol. As you see 
the logo ”lifting” try to rebuild a new “face” of a company using the already existing elements or other new, 
unknown. Size, colours and shape are three important elements in a design activity. If someone wants “to picture” a 
logo must know the attributes and functions of it, suggestive induction of shapes and the number and meanings of 
colours. When someone tolks about corporate identity can not imagine this without speaking about logo and 
graphics. The two stages, the research and creative graphic work have to be developed by any logo designer to 
obtain best results. 
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